This survey describes the methods that large academic and public libraries use to finance the implementation of new technologies, to replace equipment and furniture, and to renovate buildings. The range of methods used by libraries and the factors leading to their use are investigated. Approximately twenty different financing methods are used, but no library uses more than nine of these for any one area of expenditure. Operating funds are the principal source for capital expenditure.
· ew librarians would deny the importance of financing capital expenditures in libraries. Constructing buildings and filling them with library materials are, afterall, prerequisites for providing a full range of library services. However, in recent years as building programs become more difficult to initiate, libraries have become more interested in and concerned about the financing of other areas of capital expenditure, especially new technologies, equipment and furniture replacement, and building renovation. When the discussion among library managers and fiscal officers turns to financing new technologies such as cable television, satellite communications, microcomputers, etc. or more mundane projects like reupholstering furniture or adding air-conditioning to a nineteenth century building, more questions than answers are generated. What methods do similar libraries use to finance these areas of capital expense? How do they determine which method to use? Are some methods better suited to one of the areas than to others?
Published literature on library financing yields few answers and the search for information is difficult and often unrewarding. Although access may be possible through subject terms such as ''accounting and bookkeeping" or "grants-inaid,'' the researcher must access the literature through more general terms such as "automation," "information networks," ''building for the handicapped,'' ''tax or building campaigns," and "cable television.'' General sources for information about capital financing and fund-raising in libraries surface readily. The Bowker Annual usually includes a section on legislation, funding, and grants. This section reports the library use of LSCA funds, qeneral revenue sharing, and block grants. There are also several accounts of federal support for libraries. 2 ' 3 ' 4 In "Extrainstitutional Funding: Management and Strategy for Survival,'' Boaz provides a brief introduction to fund-raising, particularly grants seeking. 5 The respondent was also asked to indicate the type of library, the most frequently used methods for each of the three capital expense areas, the library's total annual budget, its equipment and furniture budget, and its building maintenance and repair budget. Lastly, space was provided for additional comments. Seventy-seven of the libraries responded and the rate of return was high for all three types of libraries. Upon receipt, the questionnaires were coded and keypunched. Because inferential analysis had not been planned and could not be supported by the methodology, only simple tables were required. The Statistical Package for the Social Sciences was used for generating base tables. These were further summarized so that the results for each area of capital expenditure could be compared visually. Comments were summarized manually.
RESULTS
Generally, the survey instrument posed few difficulties for the respondents. However, two problems emerged. First, despite the inclusion of brief definitions for most of the terms used, some respondents (Canadian librarians in particular) found some of the wording unusual or ambiguous. Second, the complexity and variety of financial reporting systems made comparisons based upon total annual budgets, equipment and furniture budgets, and building maintenance and repair budgets virtually impossible. Nevertheless, the comments suggest that building maintenance is usually included in the parent institution's budget while equipment repair is usually the responsibility of the library.
Financing Methods Used
All eighteen financing methods listed in (table 3) . Within expenditure types, a lower percentage of private university libraries cite operating funds as the most frequently used source than do the public counterparts.
Five financing methods (special purpose tax levies, sales of land/buildings, sales of equipment, loans, and cooperative purchasing) were not cited as ''most frequently used'' by any library. Private university libraries use more finandng methods.
Choice of Method*
The availability of funds was the most frequently cited factor by all types of libraries for the choice of a particular financing method (table 4) . Three other factors emerged as important for all types of libraries: (1) city, county, or university policies, (2) amount of funds required for the project, and (3) operating budget level. The type of project was cited as important by university libraries but was not mentioned by public libraries. Not surprisingly, state laws and regulations appeared frequently to affect the choices for public university libraries but were not critical factors for either public libraries or private university libraries.
Range of Methods
The range of methods used by any one library to finance the three types of capital expenditure is limited. No library used more than nine of the nineteen financing methods for any area of expenditure in the past five years (table 5) . Over 60 percent used no more than three of the methods. The average number of methods used drops from over 3.0 for new technologies and equipment and furniture replacement to just over 2.0 for building renovation. In all areas of expenditure, the average number of methods used was highest for public libraries and least for public university libraries. cial structure for your library. 
